The electronic structure of CH 2 has been addressed using theoretical techniques which allow for the variational inclusion of large classes of excitions differing by more than two electrons from the Hartree-Fock des-
cription. Specifically., a natural orbital transformation has been used to define orbitals for a full configuration interaction (CI) within the valence electron space. These full valence CI's include 56 configurations It was necessary to extend this method to the triplet case for the purposes of the present research.
Handy's algorithm uses an inte ger representation for both the CI vector and the two-electron integrals, both kept in the central memory throughout the calculation. These calculations were performed on a CDC 7600; the integrals were double-packed in the 60-bit wordlength.
The number of two electron integrals was 237,289, and the accuracy to which they were held using the integer representation was 0.00000012, and therefore there was no loss of accuracy using this method (unlike the earlier calculations 25 The procedure outlined in the paragraph above assumes that the first seven molecular orbitals are the most important in terms of the electronic structure. In the present study this was guaranteed by using the natural orbitals obtained from the CISD wave functions detailed in entry Z of the Using the GVB procedure to solve for a valence space and virtual space, they included most of the important configurations through sextuple excitations and obtained a final ~E of 10.6 kcal.
Thus it appears that there is now nearly unanimous theoretical agreement concerning the value of the methylene singlet-triplet separation. 
